We prove strong NP-completeness for the four variants of caching with multi-size pages. These four variants are obtained by choosing either the fault cost or the bit cost model, and by combining it with either a forced or an optional caching policy. This resolves two questions in the area of paging and caching that were open since the 1990s.
requested page p is not in the cache, a page fault of cost COST(p) occurs. In response to a fault, p may be fetched into the cache. (Without loss of generality, we assume that pages are fetched only in response to faults.) In order to make room for p, other pages may have to be evicted from the cache. The objective is to decide which pages one should retain in the cache at each step so as to minimize the overall page fault cost.
There are two basic policies that determine how a page fault is resolved:
Forced: The faulted page p must be loaded and stored in the cache, where it occupies SIZE(p) bits. Optional: The faulted page p can either be loaded for later use into the cache (where it occupies SIZE(p) bits), or it can be left outside the cache. In the latter case, the next request to p will necessarily cause a fault.
We stress that the forced policy is the standard in the literature, and all results mentioned later-on in this section assume the forced policy. The optional policy was introduced by Irani [13] in the context of web caching. The literature contains four fundamental models of caching, defined by imposing different assumptions on page sizes and fault costs (this classification can be found in the work of Albers, Arora and Khanna [1] ).
Bit model: For each page p we have COST(p) = SIZE(p). The fault cost is proportional to the time it takes to bring the page into the cache. This model goes back to Irani [13] . Cost model: For each page p we have SIZE(p) = 1. (This model is also known as the weighted caching problem.) All pages have more or less the same size, but they may have varying fault costs. This model goes (at least) back to Chrobak, Karloff, Payne and Vishwanathan [10] . Fault model: For each page p we have COST(p) = 1. The setup cost for a fault is huge, and hence the exact page sizes have no real influence on the fault cost. This model was introduced by Irani [13] . General model: For each page cost and size can be arbitrary. This model was introduced by Young [14] .
What positive results are known about off-line caching? The simplest variant combines the properties of bit, cost, and fault model, and only considers pages of unit size and unit cost; it can be solved to optimality by Belady's rule [6] : "Always evict the cached page whose next request is furthest in the future". Caching in the cost model can be solved in polynomial time using network flow methods; see Chrobak et al. [10] . Albers et al. [1] derived the first off-line approximation results for the bit, fault, and general model. The strongest currently known approximation result for the general model is a polynomial time 4-approximation algorithm by Bar-Noy et al. [5] .
What negative results are known about off-line caching? In 1997, Fiat [11] constructed a reduction from the PARTITION problem to caching in the bit model, which implies weak NP-completeness for the bit model as well as for the general model. In 1999 Albers et al. [1] wrote in their concluding remark: "The hardness results for caching problems are very inconclusive. The NP-hardness result for the bit model uses a reduction from PARTITION, which has pseudo-polynomial algorithms. Thus a similar algorithm may well exist for the bit model. We do not know whether computing the optimum in the fault model is NP-hard." In fact, this quote provides an exact summary of the current state of knowledge (just before our paper), and the open questions about the complexity of these problems have been formulated repeatedly in the caching literature since 1999. The only other relevant work we are aware of is that of Brehob et al. [8] , who proved NP-hardness of caching in non-standard cache architectures.
Contribution of this Paper. We establish that caching in the fault model and caching in the bit model are strongly NP-complete, under the forced as well as under the optional policy. Note that for the bit model, our result excludes the possibility of a pseudo-polynomial algorithm (unless P = NP). These results finally settle the complexity status of all the caching variants discussed above.
As an intermediate step in our construction, we also show NP-hardness of the problem that we call interval packing, where the objective is to choose a maximumweight subset of a collection of weighted intervals, without exceeding a given bound on its cuts (see the next section for a formal definition). The interval packing problem is a special case of the unsplittable flow problem on line graphs that has been well studied in the literature [2, 4] , due to its close connections to a variety of optimization problems arising in scheduling and resource allocation. Thus our work contributes to better understanding of the complexity of these other problems as well.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we introduce two interval packing problems that play the central role in the paper and we show that strong NPcompleteness of interval packing implies strong NP-completeness of caching. The rest of the paper contains our main technical contribution: Sect. 3 discusses the used gadgets and how they interact, Sect. 4 proves intractability of an intermediate auxiliary problem, and Sects. 5 and 6 finally contain the hardness proofs for interval packing.
Other Related Work. In the literature, the caching problem for multi-size pages is often called file caching or web caching. Most of the work on file caching is concerned with its online version, where requests to pages arrive over time and the algorithm needs to respond to each request before the next one arrives. In this online version, the focus is on designing algorithms with low competitive ratios. Young [14] and, independently, Cao and Irani [9] gave a C-competitive deterministic algorithm for file caching with an arbitrary cost function (the general model), matching the lower bound. Recently, an O(log 2 C)-competitive randomized algorithm for this problem was given by Bansal, Buchbinder and Naor [3] , with the ratio improved to the asymptotically optimal bound O(log n) for the bit and fault models. More information about online file caching and references to other results on this problem can be found in the above-mentioned papers.
Caching Versus Interval Packing
This section introduces an auxiliary weighted interval packing problem where we wish to choose a maximum number of given weighted intervals, subject to the con-straint that for any point the total weight of the covering intervals does not exceed a given threshold.
We now give a more formal definition. Suppose we are given a set of N intervals (s i , t i ), i = 0, . . . , N − 1. We will identify these intervals by their indices, that is "interval i" will refer to (s i , t i ). For a subset S ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} of intervals, we define its weight in the natural way as w(S) = i∈S w i . Also, for any real number γ , we define cut γ (S) = {i : s i < γ < t i } to be the so-called cut of S at γ , that is, the set of intervals which contain γ .
The weighted interval packing problem is to choose a maximum-cardinality subset of intervals that satisfies w(cut γ (S)) ≤ W for all γ . The decision version of this problem, denoted INTVPACK-CARD, is formulated as follows. Now let us draw the connection between interval packing and caching problems. Here is a generic decision version of the caching variants that will be proved to be intractable: The four caching variants that arise from combining the generic decision problem with the fault/bit model under an optional/forced caching policy are respectively denoted as CACHING(FAULT,OPTIONAL), CACHING(FAULT,FORCED), CACHING(BIT, OPTIONAL), and CACHING(BIT,FORCED).
Problem: CACHING

Hardness for Optional Policies
Our first reduction is from INTVPACK-CARD to CACHING(FAULT,OPTIONAL). In a preprocessing step we perturb the INTVPACK-CARD instance such that the endpoints of the N intervals become pairwise distinct and coincide with the integer points 1, 2, . . . , 2N . This can be done while preserving the intersection patterns of the intervals. Now let us construct an instance of CACHING(FAULT,OPTIONAL). For every interval i we introduce a corresponding page p i with SIZE(p i ) = w i . The request sequence R consists of 2N requests. Every page p i is requested exactly twice, once at position s i and once at position t i of the request sequence. The cache size is C = W , and the bound on the number of page faults is F = 2N − . We need to show that the original instance of INTVPACK-CARD has a solution if and only if the instance of CACHING(FAULT,OPTIONAL) that we just constructed has a solution.
(⇒) Suppose the INTVPACK-CARD instance has a solution set S. Then while serving the page requests, we only load pages p i with i ∈ S into the cache, and we evict them right away after they have been requested for the second time. The cut condition guarantees that at every point in time the cache can accommodate all loaded pages. Since every page p i with i ∈ S faults once and every page p i with i / ∈ S faults twice, this yields a total of at most 2N − page faults.
(⇐) Next, suppose that the caching instance has a solution with at most F = 2N − page faults. Every page p i must fault when it is requested the first time at s i . Let S contain all intervals i for which p i does not fault when it is requested the second time; this implies |S| ≥ . Since the pages p i with i ∈ S occupy space in the cache from request s i till request t i , the cache size W ensures that all cuts have weight bounded by W .
All in all, this yields that the INTVPACK-CARD instance has a solution if and only if the CACHING(FAULT,OPTIONAL) instance has a solution. In an almost identical fashion, we can reduce INTVPACK-WEIGHT to CACHING(BIT,OPTIONAL). The only difference is that this time we define the bound on the total fault cost as
All remaining arguments go through as before. With Theorems 4 and 5, this yields the following.
Theorem 1 Decision problems CACHING(FAULT,OPTIONAL)
and CACHING(BIT, OPTIONAL) are strongly NP-complete.
Hardness for Forced Policies
Our next reduction will be from CACHING(FAULT,OPTIONAL) to CACHING(FAULT, FORCED), and it is very simple. Take an instance of CACHING(FAULT,OPTIONAL), keep all the old pages, and create two new pages p * and p * * with SIZE(p * ) = SIZE(p * * ) = C + 1. The new cache size is C f = 2C + 1. The new request sequence R f has length 3m, and it results from the old request sequence R by replacing every request r j by the three consecutive requests r j , p * , p * * . The new bound on the number of page faults is set to F f = F + 2m. Then R f , C f , F f specify an instance of CACHING(FAULT,FORCED).
We need to show that one instance has a solution if and only if the other one has one. The idea of the proof is to use the extra space of size C + 1 for the requested pages that were not loaded in the optional service for R, while the requests to p * and p * * are added so that the forced service cannot take advantage of having these pages in the cache. A formal argument follows.
(⇒) Suppose the CACHING(FAULT,OPTIONAL) instance has a solution with cost F . In the cache of size C f = 2C + 1, we reserve a segment of length C for handling the old pages. We serve request sequence R f by mimicking the serving of sequence R: Whenever the policy for R loads an old page into the cache, we load the same old page into the reserved segment of the cache. The unreserved segment of length C + 1 is used for loading the other old pages (which the policy for R does not load) and the new pages p * and p * * . Then we only incur 2m additional faults for the 2m requests to p * and p * * , and sequence R f is served at a cost of F + 2m.
(⇐) Next suppose that the CACHING(FAULT,FORCED) instance has a solution with cost F + 2m. Since the pages p * and p * * do not fit simultaneously into the cache, this solution must fault on every request to p * and p * * . The old pages are served at a total fault cost of at most F , and this induces a solution under the optional policy of cost at most F .
That completes the proof for the fault model. In the bit model, our reduction from CACHING(BIT,OPTIONAL) to CACHING(BIT,FORCED) is similar: Create a new instance with the same page set, R f and C f as before. However, the new bound on the cost of page faults this time is set to F + 2m (C + 1). Other than this, the proof remains essentially the same. FORCED) are strongly NP-complete.
Theorem 2 The decision problems CACHING(FAULT,FORCED) and CACHING(BIT,
Setting up the NP-completeness Proof
The hardness proof for INTVPACK-CARD is by reduction from the well-known NPcomplete VERTEXCOVER problem; see Garey and Johnson [12] . An instance of VERTEXCOVER consists of an undirected graph G = (V , E) with n = |V | vertices and m = |E| edges, and an integer k, 0 ≤ k ≤ n. The objective is to determine if G has a vertex cover of cardinality k.
We will present a reduction that maps an instance G, k of VERTEXCOVER into a corresponding instance of INTVPACK-CARD. Our construction can be viewed as consisting of two somewhat independent gadgets: one gadget is responsible for choosing a k-element vertex set-a candidate cover of G, while the other one verifies whether this chosen set is indeed a correct cover.
We describe the reduction in several stages. In this section we introduce the main ideas behind the cover-choosing gadget. Sect. 4 gives a construction for a variant of interval packing with more complicated constraints on cut weights. Finally, in Sects. 5 and 6 we will show how to wrap-up this construction and derive hardness of INTVPACK-CARD and INTVPACK-WEIGHT.
The Set Dominance Relation. For two sets X, Y ⊆ {0, . . . , n − 1} such that |X| = |Y | = k, we write X Y if there is a 1-1 mapping (matching) f : X → Y such that f (x) ≥ x for all x ∈ X. We will also say that Y dominates X. We will write X ≺ Y if X Y and X = Y . It is easy to show (and well-known) that Y dominates X if and only if |X| ≤x ≥ |Y | ≤x for all x, where |Z| ≤x = |{z ∈ Z : z ≤ x}|. The dominance relation is clearly transitive. Further, it satisfies the following important property: (s b+1,z , t b+1,z ) .) This contradicts the feasibility of S. Call a phase good if it satisfies the lemma and bad otherwise. Each bad phase must contain a bundle b for which S b ≺ S b+1 . By the claim above and Lemma 1, the number of bad phases is at most P − 1, so, by the pigeon-hole principle, there must exist a good phase, and the lemma follows.
Lemma 1 Suppose that
The intuition is this: The sets S b will correspond to a vertex cover and transitions between consecutive bundles will be used to verify the correctness of this cover. Each phase has m such transitions, each one corresponding to one edge and verifying if this edge is covered. In order for this to work, all edges must be verified against the same set S b . Lemma 2 above guarantees that there will be some phase in which all the sets S b (and including one set right after phase b) will indeed be the same.
An Extension of Interval Packing
We now extend INTVPACK-CARD as follows: in addition to W , and the set of intervals (s i , t i ), i = 0, . . . , N − 1, we are also given a set of pairs (α, β) of numbers. We want to decide whether there is a subset S of at least intervals that satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) w(cut γ (S)) ≤ W for all γ (as before), and (ii) min{w(cut α (S)), w(cut β (S))}
Intuitively, each pair (α, β) ∈ represents a "bottleneck pair", where the weight bound is lower by 1, but only one of these tighter bounds needs to be met, not necessarily both. We will refer to this version as EXTINTVPACK.
Our goal in this section is to establish NP-completeness of EXTINTVPACK. We transform the given instance G = (V , E), k of VERTEXCOVER into an instance of EXTINTVPACK. As in the previous section, let P = k(n − k) + 1 and B = mP + 1. The instance of INTVPACK-CARD will have bounds W = k, = kB, and will contain N = nB unit-weight intervals 
Theorem 3 Problem EXTINTVPACK is strongly NP-complete.
Proof Let I be the instance of EXTINTVPACK constructed above. It is sufficient to prove that G has a vertex cover of size k if and only if I has a solution.
(⇒) Suppose that U is a vertex cover of G of cardinality k. We will specify the solution S by the sets S b of intervals selected from each bundle b. We simply let S b = U for each b. Since we choose the same k intervals from each bundle, we have w(cut γ (S)) ≤ k for all reals γ ; thus condition (i) is satisfied. To verify (ii), consider any (α b , β b ) ∈ , for a bundle b associated with an edge e a = (u, v). Since U is a vertex cover, we either have u ∈ U or v ∈ U . Without loss of generality, assume u ∈ U (the other case is symmetric). Then, by the construction of the intervals in I, we have t b,u < α b < s b+1,u , which means that the intervals in S corresponding to u do not intersect α b ; thus w(cut α b (S)) ≤ k − 1, proving that condition (ii) holds.
(⇐) Now, suppose that I has a solution S. As before, letting each S b be the set of intervals from bundle b that are in S, we must have |S b | = k for all b. By Lemma 2, there is a phase p for which S pm = S pm+1 = · · · = S (p+1)m . (Note that, even though we adjusted end-points of some intervals, Lemma 2 still holds, since we decreased these endpoints only by 1 2 , without changing their intersection pattern.) We take U = S pm , and we claim that U is a vertex cover. Indeed, let e a = (u, v) ∈ E be any edge and take the bundle b = pm + a in phase p associated with edge e a . By condition (ii) in the definition of EXTINTVPACK, we have w(cut α b (S)) ≤ k − 1 or w(cut β b (S)) ≤ k − 1. Without loss of generality, assume that w(cut α b (S)) ≤ k − 1 (the other case is symmetric). All intervals {z ∈ S b : z > u} from bundle b and all intervals {z ∈ S b+1 : z < u} from bundle b + 1 intersect α b . Since S b = S b+1 = U , this means that u ∈ U , for otherwise this would give us k intervals intersecting α b , violating the bottleneck bound at α b . This holds for all edges e a ; therefore we can conclude that U is indeed a vertex cover of G of size k.
Strong NP-completeness of INTVPACK-CARD
We now show how to "implement" the construction from the previous section using INTVPACK-CARD. Again, let G = (V , E), k be an instance of VERTEXCOVER. To streamline the argument, we assume that n ≥ 4, k ≤ n − 2 and that vertices 0 and n − 1 of G are isolated, so that, without loss of generality, they will not belong to any vertex cover of size k. This assumption does not affect the NP-completeness of VERTEXCOVER. We transform G, k into an instance J of INTVPACK-CARD. J will contain the same intervals as I from the previous section, plus some additional ones. However, we change the bounds W and , and we add many more small intervals that will be used to enforce the bound of k on the number of intervals chosen from each bundle and to simulate the bottleneck pairs.
The general idea of the proof is this. The bound on the cut weight in J will be W = 2k + 1. It is useful to visualize a solution of J as a packing of a horizontal strip of height 2k + 1 where intervals are represented by rectangles whose heights are equal to their weights. This strip is divided into two tracks: the "upper" track of height k used to simulate the packing of I from Sect. 4, and the "lower" track used for additional intervals that we call obstacles. These obstacles are used to force the packing of the top track to behave exactly as in the reduction in Sect. 4. For example, we will have a large number of obstacles of weight k + 1 in the central slots. There will be so many of such obstacles that any solution will have to have at least one such obstacle in each central slot, thus forcing the top track to have height at most k. Each bottleneck pair (α, β) will be simulated by a gadget that has a number of other obstacles, grouped into two appropriately overlapping chains, one corresponding to α and the other to β. Any solution will be forced to include exactly one of these chains.
We now proceed with the formal proof. Choose first some large even constant D, say D = 2n 6 
Theorem 4 Problem INTVPACK-CARD is strongly NP-complete.
Proof Let J be the instance of INTVPACK-CARD constructed above. It is sufficient to prove that G has a vertex cover of size k if and only if J has a solution. The proof mimics the proof of Theorem 3, "simulating" the constraints from that proof using obstacle intervals.
(⇒) Suppose that U is a vertex cover of G of cardinality k. By our assumption, U does not contain vertices 0 and n − 1. We define a solution S of J . The bundle intervals in S are specified by the sets S b of intervals selected from each bundle b. We simply let S b = U for each b, as before. This will give us kB intervals. Since we choose the same k intervals from each bundle, these bundle intervals will have total weight at most k at each cut point. Next, we add to S all D 2 B plain obstacles in central slots. Finally, for each bundle b = 0, . . . , B − 2 we proceed as follows: We add to S all D(u − By the previous paragraph, S has at least one obstacle interval in each central slot. This implies that S contains at most k intervals from each bundle. Thus, applying Lemma 3, we obtain the following: The first important consequence of the observation above is that S contains exactly k intervals from each bundle. Thus we can represent S, yet again, by the sets S b of intervals from each bundle b, and we will have |S b | = k for all k. Further, the previous paragraph implies that each slot contains an obstacle, so at each cut the total weight of the bundle intervals is at most k. Therefore, as in the previous section, we will have S b S b+1 for b = 0, . . . , B − 2. By Lemma 2, there must be a phase p where S pm = S pm+1 = · · · = S (p+1)m .
As before, we claim that U = S pm is a vertex cover. Recall that S contains D 2 B + D(n − 1)(B − 1) obstacle intervals. By Lemma 3, the only way this is possible is when S contains at least one bottleneck in each range between λ b and λ b+1 , for each bundle b = 0, . . . , B − 2. Let e a = (u, v) ∈ E, where 1 ≤ u < v ≤ n − 2, be any edge and take the bundle b = pm + a in phase p associated with edge e a . Without loss of generality, suppose that S contains the α-bottleneck between λ b and λ b+1 , that is the interval (t b,u + 3ε/4 + gε, t b,u + 3ε/4 + (g + 1)ε). Taking any γ from this interval, this γ must be intersected by at most k − 1 bundle intervals, which is possible only if u ∈ S b = U . In other words, e a is covered by U . Since this holds for any edge e a , we can conclude that U is a vertex cover of G.
Strong NP-completeness of INTVPACK-WEIGHT
The NP-completeness proof for INTVPACK-WEIGHT follows the idea from the previous section, with the following modifications: Change the size of the obstacles to p(n), for some large polynomial p(). As before, the bottlenecks are 1 unit higher, p(n) + 1. Now let's take W = p(n) + k and L = kB + M, where M is the total weight of plain obstacles plus the total weight of all α-obstacles. Since p(n) is large, any solution must take the maximum number of obstacles, which gives us the same constraint as before, and the rest of the argument remains the same.
Theorem 5
Problem INTVPACK-WEIGHT is strongly NP-complete.
